PT. Multipolar Technology

As a leading IT Solution provider in Indonesia, we are expanding our business in Total Enterprise Solution Services. We are inviting highly talented people with experience or fresh graduates to join our already successful team. Being our greatest assets you will be equipped with the knowledge on cutting edge technology to fulfill our business requirements.

JOB VACANCY
PROJECT COORDINATOR

Scope of works:
- Assist Project Manager to monitor and control project.
- Assist in preparing project management plan, project status reports and presentations, project deliverables, and project documentation.

Requirements:
- Diploma/Bachelor degree from Technic and Informatics.
- Fresh graduates are welcome with GPA min. 3.00
- Knowledgeable in Project Management Administration is an added advantage.
- Be meticulous and have attention to detail in performing the work.
- Placement at Lippo Karawaci – Tangerang.

NETWORK PRESALES

Scope of works:
- Provide insight and best-practice information on technical matters of product and solutions including:
  - Product and solution specifications.
  - Product and solution capabilities.
  - Comparative advantage of the product and solution.
  - The alignment / interchange ability of the product and solution.
  - Integration of the product and solution.
- Provide technical advice and recommendation to support the development of technical proposal.
- Recommend the strategy of the technical presentation and pre-sales.
- Support the technical presentation and pre-sales.
- Provide and find the answers to the prospective clients’ questions on technical aspects of the products and services.
- Suggest the comparative advantages of Multipolar products and solutions.
PT. DBS Bank Indonesia

DBS is a leading financial services group in Asia. We are headquartered in Singapore, with a growing presence in Greater China, Southeast Asia and South Asia

Job Vacancies:
- DBSI Management Associate Programme (MAP)
- DBSI Graduate Associate Programme – Technology Operation (GAP)

Requirements:
- Possess Bachelor or Master Degree from reputable local/overseas university, with minimum GPA at least 3.0 preferably majoring in Accounting, Banking and Finance, Business and Commerce, Marketing and Sales, Engineering, or IT’s
- Fresh graduate up to maximum 2 years working experiences
- Good command for English (verbal & written)
- Not more than 27 years old in the end of the year

If you feel that you fulfill the requirement, apply by sending your resume and CV at dbs.com/careers or dbsrecruit1@dbs.com and cc to fazlin@binus.edu

Please send your application with comprehensive resume, copies of academic certificate & supporting documents (max 300 kb) not later than 2 weeks after this advertisement and kindly state the position you apply for at the e-mail subject to:

made.aprilia@multipolar.com and cc to fazlin@binus.edu

All applications are appreciated and will be treated confidentially. Only qualified/short-listed applicants will be invited for further process
KOMPAS GRAMEDIA

Kompas Gramedia is the largest media conglomerate in Indonesia. The newspaper is distributed to all parts of Indonesia. Kompas is not just the largest circulating printed media in Indonesia, but also is also the largest circulating newspaper in Southeast Asia.

Job Vacancies:
A Account Executive
- Responsible for selling ads (advertisement) spaces at multiplatform media (printed, electronic, and digital) and to build networking in order to create business opportunity to achieve target revenue

Marketing
- Responsible to promoting ads space and events to achieve target revenue. Creating Planning product sales activities for which they are responsible account. Create, prepare and present the proposal and presentation materials, products, and policies to the advertising agencies and advertisers / clients
- Marketing Communication
Responsible for making the development brand strategy, to execution in the field

B Reporter
- Perform and make coverage and reports both orally and in writing based on actual events, public interview / special, investigation or research data within the scope of coverage of, based on the assignment.
- Photographer
Doing a search of photos to support the news that will be presented in each of the products

C Junior Business Analyst
Responsible to respond and analyze user need:
- explain & system recommendation

D Software Engineer
Responsible for making software / application using the language and programming techniques in accordance with established standards

E System Engineer
Responsible in designing, developing, implementing and maintaining the IT infrastructure of all the existing information technology devices to work optimally as needed. Preferred if having certification in the IT field, can handle windows, linux platform troubleshooting and network. Experience with cisco device.

F Web Developer
- Perform coding, test and troubleshoot programs using the hardware, database and programming technologies

If you are interested you can apply to Please apply through www.kompasgramedia.com/career
Type your preferred position in job title box and if you have any question you can ask to fazlin@binus.edu